Travel at State

Tip of the Week

Mobile Applications

**Concur**
- Book on demand reservations
- Import and manage travel itinerary
- Sync with other travel apps
- Hands free voice command feature

**GeoBlue**
- Retrieve coverage and benefits
- Obtain medical and locale resources
- Translate medical terms and phrases
- Determine medicine equivalents
- MSU Access Code: QHG9999MSUBT

**Trip It**
- Create trip itineraries
- Import travel plans from email
- Sync travel plans with a calendar
- Link all travel plans into one itinerary

**Curb**
- Access safe, reliable rides in 65 U.S. cities
- Book and pay for taxis in app
- View photos of driver, vehicle, and plate
- Track the driver’s arrival

**Trip Lingo**
- Activate voice and image translators
- Calculate tips and convert currency
- Utilize interactive phrasebook
- Call for free when connected to Wifi

Get Started!

Available on the App Store

Get it on Google Play